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ABSTRACT
Knowledge-based systems often represent their knowledge as a network of
interrelated units. Such networks are commonly presented to the user as a
diagram of nodes connectedby lines. These diagramshaveprovided a powerful
visual metaphor for knowledge representation.However, their complexity can
easily becomeunmanageableas the knowledge base(KB) grows.
This paper describesan alternatevisual representationfor navigating knowledge
structures,basedon a virtual museummetaphor.This representationusesnested
boxes rather than linked nodes to representrelations. The intricate structure of
the knowledge base is conveyed by a combination of position, size, color, and
font cues, MUE (Museum Unit Editor) was implemented using this
representationto provide a graphic front end for the Cyc knowledge base.
INTRODUCTION
Cyc and Knowledge Representation
The Cyc project &ena88] is an effort to build a very large knowledge base that
encompassesa broad range of common-senseknowledge. The knowledge base
consistsof a network of interrelatedunits (frames),each of which correspondsto
a thing to be represented. These can be physical objects, abstract concepts,
classes,or anything else of interest. Cyc presently consists of about a hundred
thousandunits; it is projected to have severalmillion when it is completedl.

1Some details of Cyc have been simplified in this paper. For a fuller
presentation,seeLena881.
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Units contain dots that represent properties of the unit. Slots are themselves
units; by convention, their names begin with a lowercase letter. Slots have
values which are usually lists of other units. Within text or programs units are
designated by a prefix of “#%“. This prefix may be omitted if there is no
question of ambiguity. A typical unit presented as text looks like this:
#%People:
#%english:
("The
class
of all
human beings")
#%specs:
(#%Workers
#%MalePeople
#%FemalePeople
#%USCitizens
. ..)
(#%Mammals
#%IntelligentEntities)
#%genls:
#%allElements:
(#%MikeTravers
#%DougLenat
#%BobDobbs
. ..)
#%canHaveSlots:
(#%citizenship
#%languagesSpoken
#%countryOfOrigin...)

Figure1 , Textual representation of a Cyc unit.

This unit represents the class of all people, and its slots specify that it has
specializations (subsets) such as #%Workers and #%MalePeople, generalizations
(supersets) #%hJammals and IntelligentEntities, and elements that include all the
individual people that Cyc has reason to know about. The #%english slot
contains human-readable documentation. #%canHaveSlots is an example of a
slightly more complex slot. It specifies that elements of the class #%People are
allowed to have the properties (slots) of citizenship and languages spoken.

MUE, a Navigation Tool for Cyc
Although Cyc is primarily a knowledge base for use by AI programs, the
knowledge it contains can and must be accessible directly by humans during
Cyc’s developmental stage. It thus becomes necessary to treat Cyc as a
knowledge exploration environment. The notion of a knowledge environment
based on detailed representation was an important precursor to the development
of Cyc Lena841.
A large, densely interconnected structure like Cyc poses formidable navigation
problems. When the MUE effort began, the Cyc user interface consisted of a
textual browser/editor, and a node-and-line graphical display that was becoming
impossibly tangled as the knowledge base grew. MUE began as an effort to
design a new graphic browsing interface that exploited the spatial navigation
skills of the user by mapping the KB into a simulated physical space.
The original plan for a spatial interface was to use virtual environment
technology such as head-mounted displays Eole871 to present the knowledge
base as a museum. The Cyc museum was to have used floors, sections,
corridors, exhibits, alcoves, display cases, and other architectural metaphors to
effectively spatialize the highly abstract structure of Cyc. This plan was inspired
by the museum’s traditional role as a place to present broad areas of knowledge;
and by theories of architectural space that utilized overlapping hierarchical
structures similar to those of Cyc [Alex64].
Creating a virtual space to represent Cyc is not straightforward. Because Cyc is
so densely interconnected, it does not map easily into a geometric space. The
museum would have to have spacewarps or wormholes to connect related units
that might be far removed in the museum space. While Cyc’s structures are
similar to certain architectural formalisms, in practice they are far too deep,
bushy, and tangled to map directly into a navigable architectural space. Cyc’s
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structures are also rather fluid, in that new intermediate levels are constantly
being created. Thus a fixed mapping of units to architectural features seemed
impossible to implement.
The solution was to use a uniform metaphor of rooms, Rather than assign some
units to larger levels of architecture, every unit representation in the museum
space was simply a room. Every unit could appear both as its own room or as an
object inside another room. The museum traveller could “jump in” to any visible
unit and find herself warped to an entire room that represented that unit. Within a
room, objects would appear at fixed places. Certain sets of units that did have a
ready mapping into two- or three-dimensional space (i.e., geographic
information) could be browsed via ordinary spatial operations.
With this metaphor, in a certain sense, everything is inside of everything else!
When you enter a unit, it becomes outermost, and the things that are connected
to it become included in it, including the room you just left. For instance, if you
enter the Serengeti room, inside it will be areas devoted to inhabitants of the
region such as the Masai tribe, gazelles, and tourists. But if you enter the Masai
unit, inside there will be an area labelled locales that will include the Serengeti
and other places frequented by the nomadic Masai.
The full-scale virtual environment has yet to be implemented. However, the
notion of representing a unit as a room and related units as being inside that
room was used to create a less ambitious two-dimensional browser. The
implemented version does not try very hard to preserve the properties of physical
space. Instead, the notion of warping has become the primary navigational
technique.
A MUE display is a set of nested boxes, each box representing a unit. For
example, the #%Person unit above would be drawn as the set of boxes below.

I

Workers

I

Figure 2. A MUE Display.
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Each internal box is recursively subdivided and elaborated as space permits. In
practice, a 1024 x 1024 screen permits from three to six levels of recursion
(more than can be shown here). The details of the layout algorithms are
explained below.

Hypertexts and Semantic Networks
Hypertext and KB-networks share some superficial similarities: they are
structured as graphs, and they claim to represent, present, or even constitute
“knowledge”. But these similarities are rarely acknowledged to be as important as
the differences in purposes and styles assumed by the two projects. In fact, their
is some low-level hostility between the two groups: Hypertext people believe
that the AI project of formal representation is unnecessary, while AI people feel
that the hypertext goal of putting text online is unwarranted interference with
their more ambitious goal of putting knowledge online in a form that can be
used by programs as well as people.
The nature of representation in these two similar yet disparate schemes is a
complex philosophical issue that cannot be treated here. For our purposes, it
will suffice to simply think of knowledge representation languages as simply a
new form of text, albeit a highly dynamic form that can rearrange and represent
itself in novel ways. This view will allow us to make use of the highly
developed formal methods of AI without having to accept its concomitant
semantic theories.

DISPLAY LAYOUT IN MUE
This section explains how various visual elements of the MUE display are
related to the Cyc structures they represent.

Units are Boxes
Units are represented on the screen by nested rectangular boxes. The unit’s name
appears at the top of the box, unless the box is smaller than a fixed size. or the
name is too large. In those cases, moving the mouse over the box will cause the
full name to appear.
Every MUE unit display is recursively detailed. That is, the neighbors of every
unit box are displayed within it up to the limits of screen space.

Relationships are indicated by inclusion
MUE’s basic display technique is to show relationships by recursive inclusion.
If, for instance, #%BlueCollarWorker is a #%spec of #%Worker and has three
specs of its own, than this might appear as:

Figure 3. Use of inclusion
relationship.
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Color is used to indicate type and nesting depth of relationships
In the MUE display, color is used in two ways: hue is used to indicate the type
of relation (i.e., blue indicates #%specs relations) and saturation is used to
indicate the depth of the relationship from the current outermost unit. For
instance, in the above display of Workers, the blue color becomes more saturated
as you go inwards from more general to more specialized units.
Graph structure

is made evident through

recursive

nesting

The Cyc KB as a whole is an unrestricted labelled graph, but certain of its slots
are defined so as to form subgraphs that take the form of trees or directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs or tangled hierarchies). #%specs and its inverse #%genls are the
most important of these, but there are others, such as #%parts and #%partOf.
Slots fall into a tangled hierarchy of their own as specified by the #%specSlot
and #%superSlot relations. MUE uses these subgraphs as a navigational
skeleton.
For MUE’s purposes, relations are divided up into classes, based on the
information encoded about them in Cyc. The two classes most relevant to the
structure of screen layouts are restrictions and loosenings. For example, #%specs
is a restriction while #%genls is a loosening. In general, if a slot is a loosening
its inverse will be a restriction.
Each unit display is divided up into four or fewer sections: restrictions (usually
the bottom half of the box), loosenings (the upper left quadrant), mist slots, and
elements (which together occupy the upper right quadrant). SeeFigure 2.
NAVIGATION IN MUE
The previous section dealt with MUE displays as static visual constructs. This
section explores how these elements are used dynamically during the process of
navigation through knowledge structures.
The outermost

box is the focus unit

The user is considered to be in a particular unit or room. This unit is represented
by a box the size of the screen and is referred to here as thefocus. MUE tries to
display units that are in the neighborhood of the focus, as defined by distance
along a given set of relationships. It does this simply by recursively elaborating
the unit display boxes until they become too small to include any more detail.
Navigation in Cyc is done by mousing on an inner unit display box, which will
expand to the size of the full screen and become the focus of the next display.
Movement is via re-rooting
Mousing on a unit display will cause that unit to become the focus of a new
display. This shifts the positions and sizes of all of the unit displays present. In
the box representation, this can be thought of as turning a display inside-out,
since the moused-upon inner box will become the outermost box of the new
display, while the former outermost box will become an inner, smaller one. This
process may also be thought of as re-rooting a tree by turning an arbitrary node
into the root of a new tree:
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original
Figure 4. Re-rooting

re-rooted

a tree.

MUE never changes the connectivity of the graph that it’s displaying (which is
part of Cyc), but can re-root it to form different displays. Here is a part of Cyc’s
class structure, which includes the graph on which Figure 2 is based:
LivingThing
Animals
IntelligentEntities
AlPrograms

People

USCitizens

Rodents

Workers

HealthWorkers
H
\Y
Medical Technicans

Professionals
Doctors

Figure 5. A class graph.
To generate a MUE display, we want to re-root the structure at the unit we are
focusing on. For instance, #%People:
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IntelligentEntities
/
AlPrograms

Mammals

fJ4
Animals

Workers

Rodents
/L
HealFrke\ct{

f
LivingThing

USCitizens

Professionals

Medical Technicans

Figure 6. The same class graph, rerooted.

In the above diagram, we have preserved the original relationships and only
altered their visual presentation. Some of our directed links now point upwards.
To make a MUFl display based on this graph, we wish to convert it to a tree-like
structure with all links pointing downward (corresponding to inclusion). We can
do this by replacing upward-pointing links with their inverses (in this case,
replacing #%specs with #%genls). We indicate the #%genls links with shaded
lines below (corresponding to the use of color in MUE):

--- -- --;=P\\
IntelligenZntities
/
Al Programs

Maimals
Workers
USCitizens
F
5
‘r
Anit-r&ls Rodents
Professionals
s -2
/L
HealFrke\ci
LivingGing
Medical Technicans

Figure 7. The re-rooted graph relabelled to form a tangled hierarchy.

This diagram could now be used to generate the MUE display in Figure 2, by
presenting the relationships as inclusions (see the next section for the treatment
of nodes with multiple parents).
Re-rooting allows MUE to pick any unit as the focus by making it the top of a
re-rooted tree. Cyc’s ability to compute the inverse of a relationship allows
arbitrary graphs to be converted into trees and thus displayed via inclusion. The
re-rooting process can be animated, but the resulting motion is hard to
comprehend, since things are moving in many directions at once. Lieb89]
describes a similar display and animated transform using simpler structures and
three-dimensional graphics.
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Some units are duplicated
Note that the above diagram is not actually a proper tree: #%Doctors has two
parent nodes, #%HealthWorkers and #%Professionals. Since our box diagrams
must be tree structured, we can’t display this directly. Instead we make two
displays for #%Doctors, one inside #%HealthWorkers
and one in
#%Professionals. To save time, only one of these displays (arbitrarily chosen)
will be recursively expanded.

A rear-view mirror metaphor helps make explain the re-rooted display
If it were possible, we’d like to maintain the consistency of the interface
metaphor by putting loosenings outside the focus unit. But that would mean
putting them outside the screen. Even if the focus were not the size of the
screen, there may be more than one loosening of it, and it’s impossible to draw
two separate boxes surrounding the focus without having them intersect or
having one include the other (which would convey false information).
Be-rooting provides a means for turning a neighborhood of some focus unit into
a tree structure with the focus as the root and both loosenings and restrictions as
subordinate, internal units. But displaying this as a tree, as in the above
diagrams, is less than intuitive. We need a means of indicating to the user the
difference between units that are beneath the focus in an absolute senseand those
that were placed there as a result of re-rooting.

real screen boundary

Figure 8. Viewing

a MUE display

through

an imaginary

rear-view

mirror.

MUE uses position and color cues to distinguish re-rooted loosenings from
restrictions. We ask the user to perform a mental inversion, and imagine that the
loosenings are made visible through a “rear-view mirror” that brings them into
the visible space of the display via a transform.
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In Figure l3, the user is focusing on the #%Worker unit, and can see its sole
loosening, #%Person, through the rear-view mirror. The rear-view mirror
functions recursively as well, so that several levels of loosening can be seen in a
typical display.
This layout technique has&hedisadvantage of having to be explained, and having
no natural visual cues to remind the user what’s going on. One possible solution
is stereo displays that could indicate the true depth of units. Another is using
head-mounted displays to generateboth stereopsisand visual feedback.
EDITING IN MUE
Cyc’s primary editing tool is the Unit Editor (UE) which displays units in a textbased notation (as in Figure 1). The UE can display up to four units and their
slots at a time, and allows the user to explicitly edit the contents of any slot.
MUE provides an additional spatial editing capability, which can simplify certain
editing tasks involving restructuring of hierarchical parts of the KB. In keeping
with its use of inclusion as its primary visual metaphor, editing operations in
MUE are accomplished by dragging boxes inside each other. Dragging a box will
create a new link between the dragged unit and the destination, and optionally
break the old link. These operations can be particularly useful when creating or
modifying large class hierarchies.
In such tasks, it is often necessary to interpose intermediate classes between
existing general and special-purpose classes. MUE provides a special operation,
Subsume, which accomplishes this task, essentially surrounding an existing unit
with a new, more general unit (we use the language of specialization and
generalization in this description, although the operation can apply to any
restriction/loosening type of relationship).
OTHER APPLICATIONS
This section examines the use of h4SJEfor browsing structures other than Cyc.
Hypertext
Text Structures
MUE is useful for browsing graph-like text structures, Electronic mail
conversations can form such structures by virtue of recording the links between
replies and the messagesthey are in reply to. When the role that a messageplays
in a conversation is known (i.e., an agreement, disagreement, or request for
elaboration) the structure of the conversation becomes both more intricate and
more important. Hypertext argumentation systems can benefit from the truthmaintenance approach that records justifications for facts and can propagate
support, contradiction, or believability through a dependency network [S&87].
MUE has been experimentally adapted to display mail structures based on the
reply relationship. While it appears to be of some utility, it falls short of being
a good visual representation, primarily because unlike Cyc units, mail messages
do not have short unique identifiers to use as box headings.
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Browsing Program Structure
The Symbolics Lisp environment includes facilities for recording the
relationships between entities of the Lisp language [Symb88]. For a given
function (or macro, type, or other named object) you can obtain a list of callers
or callees. MUE has been adapted to display these relations, providing the ability
to browse the structure of large Lisp programs. Lisp entities do have short
unique identifiers and thus MUE’s visual presentations are reasonably
informative.

CONNECTING CONCEPTUAL AND TEXT STRUCTURES
Cyc has a rudimentary method of connecting conceptual and text structures by
means of a special class of units called TextUnits. A TextUnit is simply a kind
of Cyc unit that represents a piece of text. An AccessibleTextUnit is a TextUnit
that points to text that is accessible online, thus providing an interface between
Cyc and arbitrary bodies of text.
TextUnits have been used to create a conceptual index into the text of Melville’s
Moby Dick. At present this simply encodes some very basic properties of the
novel. This includes its textual parts such as chapters, its characters (and which
chapters they are mentioned in), and significant plot events (and which chapters
they happen in and which characters are involved in them). While this effort has
so far been rudimentary, this could eventually evolve into an intelligent
concordanceor reader’sguide.
One way to think about using a KB to navigate text is by analogy to the
Britannica Propaedia/Micropaedia [Pree79]. The Micropaedia consists of small
articles about a great many concepts whose main function is to define and point
you to a larger article in the main body of the encyclopaedia (the Macropaedia).
Cyc units can fulfill a similar function of indexing text, but because the Cyc
units are much more finely detailed and cross-referenced the utility would be
orders of magnitude greater.

RELATIONS TO OTHER WORK
SemNet and Fisheye Views
SemNet IFair
has extended the techniques of network display to include threedimensional display and sophisticated techniques for mapping node positions
into display space. SemNet makes use of fisheye views [Furn86], a class of
display techniques that focus on a particular point of a large struciure. More
detail is displayed near the focus and less detail as one moves further away.
MUE’s display is similar to a fisheye view in the above sense, although it does
not make explicit use of an “interestingness metric” as the formal fisheye
technique does. This technique offers the additional facility of defining some
items (landmarks) as having an intrinsically high degree of interest, so that they
are visible from a wider range of foci than normal items.
SemNet was designed around a static three-dimensional layout of knowledge and
concentrated on the problems of layout and navigation within such a space. This
was recognized to be inadequate for complicated networks, and some effort was
made towards temporarily moving network nodes to form clusters dynamically.
MUE, in contrast, has no fixed mapping into a physical space and instead
emphasizes the dynamic creation of layouts based on neighborhoods as defined
by the underlying knowledge base.
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Nested Hypermedia Structures
Previous systems have used nested boxes to represent hypertext and other
browsable structures. [Fein82] used nesting to represent tree-structured
documents and could include graphics and animation. Special editors were
provided for the various levels of the hierarchy: chapter, page, etc., but had no
method for automatically constructing layouts from the underlying structure.
SDMS (Spatial Data Management System) [Bolt791 was an early effort to create
a rich spatial browsing environment. The initial version used a tree-structured
database,and allowed the user to browse by successively entering and expanding
the various nodes of the tree. This was deemed to be too confusing, so later
versions abandoned the hierarchical structure for a flat data space. The flat space
allows the user a more natural way to use spatial navigation, but does not scale
up to very large or inherently structured knowledge bases.

Boxer: Nested Boxes as a Programming Construct
Boxer [diSe86] is an interactive programming system that uses boxes and
inclusion as its basic visual metaphor. Designed as a Lisp-like system, it makes
use of the close analogy between inclusion of boxes and nesting of parentheses.
Boxer has had some success with novice users, suggesting that inclusion is a
suitable visual representation for abstraction.

Displaying the Structure and Execution of Programs
[Lieb89] has used the graphic ideas developed for MUE to display the execution
of Lisp programs. The program is represented by nested boxes (in 3D) which
reconfigure themselves as parts of the program get evaluated. The reconfiguration
is similar to MUF?s zooming process, but animated in three dimensions using
size changesand rotation.

CONCLUSIONS
MUE was the result of an effort to come up with an alternative visual
representation for complex knowledge structures. It embodies some new
techniques for translating complex graph structure into visual representations.
The system is in use by knowledge engineers but has not been evaluated as to its
effectiveness in comparison with more traditional node-and-link representations.
The same system has been adapted to show text and software structures. A
preliminary effort has been made to use the knowledge base as a guide for
navigating text.
Directions for future work include: designing richer displays that incorporate
pictorial and iconic information; using other sensory cures such as sound to
enhance the virtual environment; using animation and stereoscopic displays to
convey the navigational processes;and closer interconnection between knowledge
basesand hypertexts.
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